
Modern Finance: Transformation
principals for a modern CFO

Today’s financial leaders are in a
unique position to take advantage of new 
technologies and management practices.

Discover how to reimagine
your finance practices.



When transformation is the name of the 

game for business excellence, finance 

leaders need to be change-makers. The 

tasks of the modern CFO are far beyond 

managing finances and are about 

envisioning the changes that dictate the 

overall business strategy of an 

organization. Modern financial 

decision-makers must be agile, flexible, 

and digitally sound. CFOs today must not 

only manage the challenges of regulatory 

and compliance changes, talent attrition, 

and market volatility, but also shoulder the 

responsibilities of profitability, efficiency, 

and achieving sales goals in an 

ever-changing business landscape.

The Modern CFO in an era
when the Future is ‘Now’

The last few decades have brought radical 

shifts in the way the world does business. 

As business dealings become more 

complex, so does the finance landscape. 

Today's finance functions must be agile to 

absorb and embrace changes quickly and 

move away from performing transactional 

activities to drive strategy and make sound 

business decisions.

This transformation can only be enabled 

by technology. Modern Finance, therefore, 

is about driving impact in business 

planning, strategy, forecasting, 

compliance, and risk mitigation by 

leveraging technology to create value for 

the company and its clients.

The world of
Modern Finance



CFOs today are in charge of balancing the 

ambitious goals set by their executive 

teams while maintaining financial 

responsibility. To do this, they must 

understand the programs and their 

outcomes being run by various 

departments.

In the current market scenario where client 

expectations dictate company direction, 

CFOs must orchestrate a balancing act 

between profitability while ensuring 

strategic investments; and technology can 

be the only enabler to achieve this feat. 

What keeps CFOs up at night?

The finance function has always been at 

the forefront of organizational change, but 

as it becomes more and more integral to 

digital transformation, there are three 

major challenges that finance leaders are 

grappling with.



Today's finance function is not just about reporting 

the numbers; the focus is on meaningful 

interpretation of the numbers to plan and strategize 

business functions accurately. A critical challenge 

in this interpretation is the sheer volume of data 

spread across various disconnected systems. 

Therefore, a key priority for the finance function is 

streamlining information and data sharing across 

the organization to facilitate strategic 

decision-making. Leveraging technology and 

automation to transform manual and error-prone 

tasks into scalable, automated processes is the 

need of the hour to empower resources to focus on 

innovation and transformation rather than the 

computation of information. 

Effectively managing data surge
and leading system transformation

Finance and operations teams have to deal with huge volumes of data and 

extract meaningful analytics. Efficiently managing the data surge and 

spearheading transformation to reimagine business strategy is a priority.

Streamlining data sharing



In a professional services organization where 

people are the most critical assets, accurate time 

tracking and reporting are instrumental for project 

and financial planning. Transforming the time 

tracking system to record the billable project hours 

and integrating it with project tracking tools to 

update project timelines is essential for accurate 

reporting and getting valuable financial insights.

Tracking and transparent reporting

Today, cloud-powered digital transformation takes 

one of the top spots in the priority list of CFOs. 

Automatic updates, drastically reduced 

maintenance expenses, lower up-front capital 

costs, and pay-as-you-go subscription fees are 

some of the factors contributing to this shift. But 

that is not all. Removing the silos created by 

outdated systems and processes, data integration, 

scalability, flexibility, and simplifying 

communications and collaboration are just some of 

the many advantages of a cloud-enabled digital 

transformation. Harnessing the power of the cloud 

can also give finance departments key advantages 

like real-time business insights that increase 

transparency and accountability in accounting 

practices, lower costs, optimized finances, and 

regulatory compliance mandates.

Encouraging and ensuring
cloud adoption



To empower financial operations today to be more robust, agile, and resilient, 

organizations need to replace manual processes that are slow, inefficient, and 

prone to human errors with technology and automation.

Inadequate tools and manual, inefficient,
and error-prone processes

The professional services landscape is becoming 

more demanding every day. Clients today need 

more flexibility, control, and transparency, which 

requires businesses to be innovative in delivering a 

great experience for clients and create 

opportunities to up-sell and cross-sell with the 

right offers and price points. Billing today has 

become more complex, and businesses need to 

leverage technology to rapidly develop a variety of 

sophisticated pricing models to give clients the 

flexibility of taking control of their spending. 

Agility to support varied
consumption models

How do you know if a project is worth the time 

and effort it will take to complete? Profitability 

analysis is vital to determine the viability of a 

project. Many factors can affect profitability, 

including scope creep and low employee 

utilization rate. While it is important to make 

client retention a business priority, eliminating 

projects that consume significant resources 

but have low profit margins is also essential. 

Having the right tools to analyze profitability 

correctly is crucial to ensure the financial 

health of businesses. 

What cannot be measured cannot be
improved – the need to determine
client profitability



It is important to remember that a business is no 

more than the sum of the projects it invests in from 

a financial perspective. For businesses to produce 

a significant return, projects must deliver a Return 

on Investment (ROI) that meets or exceeds the 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC). 

Keeping finance under control by leveraging 

technology is essential throughout the lifecycle of 

project management to create shareholder value.

Determining overall business
profitability

Whether your clients need time and material, 

recurring, milestone, or installment-based billing, 

your business should be able to generate invoices 

accurately and on time. Automatic invoice 

generation triggered from your project 

management workflows is a great way to reduce 

manual work and ensure faster payments. 

Intuitive dashboards that generate invoice status 

and identify pending payments are key to 

ensuring stress-free billing and securing your 

business's finances.

Generating accurate, timely, and
coordinated invoices with other teams

With software cost estimation being inherently 

difficult and humans not very good at predicting 

absolute outcomes (no two projects are the 

same), it is easy to see how unpredictable 

problems can arise. Businesses today should use 

technology to focus on defined scoping, budget 

the right skills, right hours, factor in additional 

costs and the system should be dynamic to adjust 

based on any revisions.

Accuracy in project pricing model

It is the impetus on the CFO and the finance team 

to enhance the business with key insights and drive 

decision-making processes that transcend the 

finance department. Data is essential to this 

demand to provide the foundation for analysis and 

planning. Businesses should empower users with 

on-demand access to the information they want, 

through automation and the use of bots. With 

self-service reporting tools, the finance function is 

not burdened with serving up reports month after 

month and everybody in the organization has easy 

access to the reports they need. 

Integrate self-service reporting



Keeping up with ever-changing
compliance mandates

In the current global business landscape fraught 

with increasing regulatory issues and threats, risk 

management that encompasses scenarios beyond 

the expected is critical to boosting project 

performance. Quality risk management should be 

a vigorous process that assesses, controls, 

communicates, and reviews risks throughout the 

project life cycle. The robustness of the data set 

determines the baseline and quality of the analysis, 

and businesses should leverage the power of 

Modern Finance to manage risks effectively.

Need for global operational quality control
and risk management

Chief Financial Officers manage multiple 

responsibilities around the business growth 

strategy, but the one that they have to keep 

an eye on is compliance. Compliance not 

only impacts the cost of doing business but 

also affects timelines, technology, and 

processes. With ever-changing rules and 

regulations, businesses might find 

maximizing revenues while reducing costs a 

challenge, and warning mechanisms that 

flag potential threats or predictive analytics 

that helps in containing compliance risks 

proactively are the needs of the hour.

Managing various regulatory
compliances



Digitally transforming finance processes is the key to 

correlating various metrics, identifying patterns, and 

highlighting actions required to improve business 

performance. Modern CFOs can drive efficiency in 

1. Modern Finance: Insights from Microsoft’s Finance team on our digital transformation journey

Power up productivity with the four
pillars of Modern Finance

The world of finance is not without its challenges. To effectively mitigate them, CFOs today are 

increasingly adopting practices to firmly ground the finance processes on the cornerstones of 

Modern Finance. Using the pillars of modern finance to strengthen your financial processes is critical 

to adding productivity and efficiency to improve predictability and deliver impact.

Financial analysis and reporting are critical to 

providing deep data insights to support business 

and investment decisions. Manual consolidation and 

refreshing of data have traditionally been a 

challenge for organizations. By leveraging the power 

of Modern Finance, organizations can now shift from 

focusing on churning data to augmenting strategic 

advice to different stakeholders.
Microsoft Finance had a 20% 
reduction in time spent 
compiling and validating data, 
saving over 150,000 hours of 
work every quarter. 1

Financial Analysis and Reporting

finance processes and provide actionable insights by 

leveraging connected and integrated data sources 

that enable effective data interpretation and 

communication with intuitive data visualization. 

https://www.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE2IIQU


2. Modern Finance: Insights from Microsoft’s Finance team on our digital transformation journey

Incorporating Azure Machine 
Learning into our revenue 
forecasting process allowed 
us to cut forecast variance by 
50% and augment the work 
of our analysts to lock 
financial outlooks faster and 
with more confidence.2

Strategy and Forecasting

How to make sound business decisions based 

on accurate insights? Sound financial 

strategies for businesses require 

forward-looking forecasting and strategic 

decision-making by integrating finance and 

finance-related processes into the core finance 

analytics system. The role of strategy and 

forecasting is critical and Modern Finance 

offers tools like machine learning to predict 

business outcomes with accuracy, determine 

patterns to mitigate risks, and ensure 

compliance by eliminating human inefficiencies 

and inaccuracies. 

https://www.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE2IIQU


40 percent of finance activities 
(such as cash disbursement, 
revenue management, and 
general accounting) can be 
fully automated, and another 
17 percent can be mostly 
automated.3

Microsoft growth vs finance 
headcount: Since 2009, 
headcount has grown only 
15% while revenue is up by 
145%.4

Business Process Automation

Repetitive manual processes are error-prone 

and expensive. Business process automation 

helps reduce errors, cuts down manual effort, 

and speeds up processes to make them more 

efficient. Apart from the benefit of increased 

data accuracy and reliability with fewer 

maintenance overheads, leveraging process 

automation and the use of bots drives an 

environment of self-service within the 

organization, allowing teams to focus on 

meaningful tasks that make a difference to the 

bottom line.

3. https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/new-technology-new-rules-reimagining-the-modern-finance-workforce

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmWSD6PtNDY



70% of Chief Data Officers 
say risk data aggregation is 
the primary regulatory 
concern within their IT 
departments.5

Risk and Compliance

How organizations conduct business is 

changing rapidly from a compliance 

perspective. Modern Finance helps to mitigate 

the financial risks around payments with the 

power of technology. With machine learning 

and Power BI tools, financial leaders can now 

anticipate and quantify risks much faster by 

being cognizant of the leading indicators and 

proactively mitigating them. 

5.https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210322005429/en/Financial-Chief-Data-Officers-Making-Advan

ces-in-Data-Management-and-Compliance-but-Over-Half-of-Manual-Processes-Remain



Powerful business insights

Improved workflows and reduced costs

Superior collaboration tools

Comprehensive data protection

We are a Microsoft partner helping

professional services firms to transform 

their business powered by the promise of 

the cloud. We help organizations centralize 

project delivery data and processes to 

provide them complete visibility into

performance metrics such as revenue, 

cost, utilization, and profit margins. 

We offer intelligent business applications 

that help companies to manage every 

operational aspect and create value. Our 

family of industry-specific vertical solutions 

– evergreen + empower are powered by 

How can sa.global fuel your journey
towards Modern Finance?

the cloud and are the core of our

offerings. Built on Microsoft Dynamics 365 

and Microsoft Azure, these solutions help 

drive down operational cost by delivering 

robust software solutions that support the 

need for efficient business processes 

through:



Receive and disseminate financial information across the company 

Monitor project budgets to actuals, eliminating overruns 

Streamline financial management tasks with integrated applications 

Facilitate real-time access to inventory, work-in-process, sales, purchasing, and financial 
information across multiple locations 

Support global offices, with multiple languages and currencies 

Bill clients in the format they desire through highly flexible billing capabilities that  
support varied billing models 

Drive efficiency by managing fewer technology solutions 

Establish repeatable business processes to control costs and maximize resources 

Effective time capture and approval process to increase productivity

Improve efficiency of billing, collections, and other critical financial operations 

mprove timeliness and accuracy of accounting procedures 

Adhere to compliance protocols and alleviate burden of regulatory compliance 

Administer security, business continuity, and disaster recovery programs 

evergreen + empower – the sa.global solution for implementing Modern 

Finance, helps you transform your finance processes.

Leverage the power of evergreen + empower
to reimagine your finance processes

Powerful business insights

Improved workflows and reduced costs

Superior collaboration tools

Comprehensive data protection



evergreen + empower provides an integrated offering that drives business excellence and 

growth while enhancing and enriching the user experience.   

A cohesive platform to combine all your core 

Project Management functions that integrate with 

data and business logic to generate actionable 

insights. The Common Data Services (CDS) and 

Common Data Model (CDM) schema provide a 

foundation for data integration and sharing across 

the Microsoft ecosystem and help the business to 

arrive at a single version of truth in the cloud.

Single Microsoft Platform

Leverage the power of Microsoft Dynamics 365 

and the Power Platform to enhance and extend 

the capabilities of your existing solutions, optimize 

operations, and deliver value to accelerate 

business growth.

Powered by Microsoft Dynamics

Get complete control of your data, scalability, and 

costs and the flexibility of customizations and 

configurations. The Azure cloud is a trusted 

ecosystem of broad services, uniquely connected 

with Dynamics 365 and Microsoft 365, giving you 

a unified, adaptable, intelligent, and modern 

experience.

True cloud solution

Stay connected from any device, facilitating 

productivity on the go. Built around various 

personas in a typical Professional Services 

business, evergreen + empower provides a rich, 

interactive user experience embedded within 

Microsoft Teams where you work and spend most 

of your time.  

Connected, adaptable, and intelligent



Modern Finance: Your foundation
for business excellence

Today, technology has transformed the way 

we do business. This disruptive landscape 

has created both new challenges and new 

growth opportunities. Technology adoption 

can be your compass to navigate this 

landscape, and therefore, finance leaders 

should be prepared to invest in technology to 

support organizational growth and 

transformation. 

In these exciting times, modern CFOs 

have remarkable freedom to reimagine the 

future of their organizations, paving the 

way for transformation and to be true 

change leaders. By establishing your 

business on the pillars of Modern Finance, 

now is a great time to redefine your role as 

a finance leader and rewrite the tomorrow 

of business.

https://www.saglobal.com/
mailto:info@saglobal.com



